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Thirteen Weddings
A Dorset summer, a chance meeting, and Joe and Alice, both 18, fall into step as if they have known each other forever. But
their idyll is shattered as quickly as it began. Joe leaves without warning; Alice heads off to Cambridge University and slowly
picks up the pieces of her broken heart. Years later, when she catches the attention of gorgeous, gifted, rich boy Lukas,
Alice is carried along by his charm, swept up in his ambitious plans for a future together. Until news of Joe reaches her once
more, but he's out of reach in a way that Alice could never have imagined. Life has moved on, the divide between them is
now so great. Surely it is far too late to relive those perfect summer days of long ago?

A Life Apart
'I think of you every day. But usually in the quietest part of the morning, or the darkest part of the night. Not when my
boyfriend of two years has just proposed. I look up at Richard with his hopeful eyes. 'Lily?' he prompts. 'Will you marry me?'
How can I say yes to Richard when my heart has always belonged to you?' Ten years ago, when Lily was just sixteen, she
fell in love with someone she really shouldn't have. Now, living in Sydney and engaged to another man, she can't forget the
one that got away. And her past is about to catch up with her, bringing fireworks …

Data Analysis Using Regression and Multilevel/Hierarchical Models
Aimed at beginners, Lucid Dreaming, Plain and Simple shows the reader how to enter and fully experience the lucid
dreaming. Among the amazing things Waggoner and McCready teach readers are how to: consciously decide what actions
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to perform explore dream space (or the contents of your subconscious) interact with dream figures conduct personal and
scientific experiments be free of waking state limitations (e.g., flying, walking through walls, and discovering creative
solutions to waking issues) This book approaches lucid dreaming from a more cognitive psychology stance, and focuses
more on how to lucid dream and how to use lucid dream techniques for personal growth, insight and transformation.
Whether a reader is completely new to lucid dreaming or someone who has experienced that incredible moment of
realizing, "This is a dream!", readers will learn valuable tips and techniques gleaned from scientific research and decades of
experience to explore this unique state of awareness more deeply.

An Ex for Christmas
Writing Your First Play provides the beginning playwright with the tools and motivation to tell a story through dramatic
form. Based in a series of exercises which gradually grow more complex, the books helps the reader to understand the
basic elements of drama, conflict, and action. The exercises help the reader to become increasingly sophisticated in the use
of dramatic formats, turning simple ideas into a viable play. Topics include: the role of action in drama; developing action
and conflict to reveal character; writing powerful and persuasive dialog; writing from personal experience:pros and cons;
how to begin the story and develop the storyline. This new edition is thoroughly updated and contains new examples based
on contemporary plays. The author has added additional writing exercises and a new student-written one act play. It also
contains a new chapter on how to sell your play once it is written. With examples based on student work, this text both
inspires and educates the student and fledgling playwright, providing solid tools and techniques for the craft of writing a
drama. Roger A. Hall, a professor of theatre at James Madison University, had taught playwriting for nearly 20 years. Many
of his students have gone on to write for theatre, television, and the screen. He has written numerous plays and articles and
has acted and directed extensively in the theatre.

Baby Be Mine
The short story eBook sequel to Thirteen Weddings, from bestselling author Paige Toon. Four years ago, following that fated
thirteenth wedding, Bronte fled the UK and has been happily burying her head in the sand ever since. But when an email
lands in her inbox from Alex, it seems her past might be about to catch up with her right here in Sydney. Is it time for
Bronte to finally face her demons? With links to The Last Piece of My Heart, Lucy in the Sky and One Perfect Summer, this
short story ebook sequel to Thirteen Weddings is a must for all fans of Paige Toon. Get ready for Christmas with a
heartwarming short story from Paige Toon, perfect for fans of Giovanna Fletcher and Adele Parks. Praise for The Last Piece
of My Heart: ‘A gorgeous, warm novel’ Adele Parks ‘I loved it’ Lindsey Kelk ‘Poignant and lovely, warm and wise’ Milly
Johnson ‘Paige’s writing is brilliant!’ Mhairi McFarlane ‘Wonderfully heartfelt… her best book yet’ heat, five star review
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All About the Hype
An exclusive eBook short story from Paige Toon! One Perfect Christmas picks up with Alice and Joe one year on… He's a
bigger star than ever, and Alice has managed to maintain her anonymity. But how long can that last? Will this be their first and last - perfect Christmas? And where is Lukas? Snuggle up in front of the fire to read this magical wintery short story
about what happened next…

Lucy in the Sky
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Blinding sunshine… A bend in the road… What became of the little girl with the
sun in her eyes? Amber was three when a car crash stole her mother's life. She doesn't remember the accident, but a
stranger at the scene has been unable to forget. Now, almost thirty years later, she's trying to track Amber down. Amber,
meanwhile, is married to Ned and living on the other side of the world in London. When her father has a stroke, she flies
straight home to Australia to be with him. Away from her husband, Amber finds comfort in her oldest friends, but her
feelings for Ethan, the gorgeous, green-eyed man she once fell for, have never been quite disappeared. As Ethan and
Amber grow closer, married life in London feels far away. Then Amber receives a letter that changes everything: 'Before
your mother died, she asked me to tell you something…' Your favourite authors LOVE Paige Toon: 'Heart-warming, wistful
and full of joy . . . Paige Toon tugs on the heartstrings like no other' LINDSEY KELK ‘Warm, inspiring, like a holiday mood in
book form’ MHAIRI MCFARLANE ‘A really charming, moving story about how a life is made of so many different kinds of love
. . . Will make every reader’s life feel a bit more magical’ DAISY BUCHANAN 'Family secrets, new horizons and a gorgeous
continent-crossing romance . . . prepare to be swept away!' LUCY DIAMOND 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted'
MARIAN KEYES 'Tender, heartbreaking and magical' GIOVANNA FLETCHER ‘Poignant and lovely, warm and wise’ MILLY
JOHNSON ‘A gorgeous, warm novel’ ADELE PARKS 'Filled with warmth and poignancy' CATHERINE ISAAC 'For smart,
romantic fiction, look no further than the new book from bestselling Paige Toon' RED 'Achingly romantic and brilliantly
written . . . Five Stars!' HEAT 'Simply gorgeous' SUN 'You won't be able to put down this emotional read' CLOSER 'Paige
Toon is the queen of will-they/won't-they romance, setting up an ending that will leave you in bits' SUNDAY EXPRESS 'Full of
living-in-the-moment and what-might-have-been contrasts, this tender read pulls at the heart strings' FABULOUS 'A lovely
read' BELLA

The Billionaire of Bluebonnet
"Discovering her fiancae is an international con man just moments before they exchange vows devastates celebrity
wedding planner Brooke Baldwin's business--and breaks her heart. Brooke thinks she's found a fresh start in NYC with the
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Belles and her first bridal client, a sweet hotel heiress. Then she meets the uptight businessman who's holding the purse
strings"--Page 4 of cover.

New Concepts in Technical Trading Systems
An eBook exclusive short story from Paige Toon! Meg's life has taken a turn for the perfect. She is the envy of millions with
her drop dead gorgeous husband, their two beautiful sons and her new mansion in Henley. Her celebrity PA days are over.
But desperate to keep up with her rock star husband, Johnny Jefferson, she uproots her perfect family and moves back to
LA. Meg has to learn to live with her new celebrity status and the insecurities of her old life, which keepreappearing. Under
the paparazzi flash of an A-List party,complete with red carpet, champagne and canapés, Johnny's rock star past catches up
with him and Meg's worst nightmare becomes a reality…

The Eloquence of Ghosts
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling A year
ago, Bronte left Sydney for a wedding in England, where she met newly single Alex. After one amazing night together they
parted ways. Now working on the picture desk for a glossy magazine in London, Bronte is about to meet a new colleague who turns out to be all too familiar. Alex is now engaged, but the memory of the spark they felt when they met hasn't died.
As Alex's wedding day looms, it is clear that he and Bronte have unfinished business THE ONE WE FELL IN LOVE WITH was
selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's novels have been published across the world. Praise for Paige Toon's
novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I blubbed, I laughed and I fell in love utterly heartwrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Devoured this in one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and emotional read' HEAT

Chasing Daisy
Giorgio Manganelli (1922-1990), one of Italy's most radical and original writers, went further than most in exploring the
creative possibilities of hybrid genres and open forms. Ostentation, theatricality, and a love of drapery and verbal excess
are defining features of his body of work, which ranges from prose fiction, literary criticism, and drama to travel writing,
treatises, commentaries, and imaginary interviews. This study examines the wealth of Manganelli's imagination - his
grotesque animals, speaking corpses, and melancholy spectres - and argues that his spectacular eloquence was shaped by
an exceptional awareness of literary and philosophical models. Following Manganelli's lead, the author addresses issues
such as the boundaries of meaningful language, the relationship between literary and visual texts, fantasy and realism, and
the power of literature to express the apprehensions and intimations of human consciousness.
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No More Tomorrows
Sunshine, rock gods and Hollywood hearthrobs! Jessie Jefferson is back in the next instalment from bestselling author Paige
Toon. Perfect for fans of Geek Girl, Jessica Cole and Girl Online. Life as the undercover daughter of a rock god isn't going to
be easy. How will Jessie adjust to her old boring life again after spending her summer living it up with her dad in LA? With
tough decisions ahead (and not just choosing between two hot boys), can she cope juggling her two very different lives?
Summer may be over, but Jessie's story is just beginning… 'Lots of fun' Heat magazine (four-star review) 'Fun and flirty,
Jessie Jefferson is a top notch series YA fans should grab ASAP' Maximum Pop! 'A page-turner perfect for holidays' Closer 'A
fabulous continuation of Jessie Jefferson's storyI loved every single second' Rachel's Random Reads blog Everyone loves
Jessie! 'I didn't put The Accidental Life of Jessie Jefferson down until I'd got to the very last page.' The Bookbag 'Addictive'
Books for Company 'Packed with wit, charm, Californian sunshine and celebrities' Handwritten Girl Praise for Paige Toon 'If
you want escapism, Paige Toon is perfect' Cosmopolitan 'Brilliant' Heat 'Witty and sexy - perfect holiday reading material'
Closer

Early Georgian Portraits
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling One-time
personal assistant to celebrity wild boy of rock Johnny Jefferson, Meg Stiles is now settled and living in the south of France
with her doting boyfriend Christian and their son Barney. But they're living a lie - a lie that will turn their lives upside down because as Barney reaches his first birthday, Meg can no longer deny that her son is growing to look more and more like his
rock star father every day, and less and less like Christian. Sooner or later, she will have to tell the truth … THE ONE WE
FELL IN LOVE WITH was selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's novels have been published across the world.
Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I blubbed, I laughed and I fell in
love utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Devoured this in one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and
emotional read' HEAT

Writing Your First Play
The third super hot, super fun Jessie Jefferson novel from internationally bestselling author, Paige Toon. Is the life of a
famous rockstar's daughter all it's cracked up to be? And what about dating your fellow band-member just as you hit the
bigtime? Jessie is still getting used to being a celebrity, and the daughter of one of the world’s biggest rock stars. With her
own music career on the rise, a gorgeous love interest and a fun group of friends, it seems Jessie’s glamorous LA life
couldn’t get any better . . . but things are about to get really complicated. Praise for I Knew You Were Trouble 'Lots of fun'
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Heat magazine (four-star review) 'Fun and flirty, Jessie Jefferson is a top notch series YA fans should grab ASAP' Maximum
Pop! 'A page-turner perfect for holidays' Closer 'A fabulous continuation of Jessie Jefferson's storyI loved every single
second' Rachel's Random Reads blog Everyone loves Jessie! 'I didn't put The Accidental Life of Jessie Jefferson down until I'd
got to the very last page.' The Bookbag 'Addictive' Books for Company 'Packed with wit, charm, Californian sunshine and
celebrities' Handwritten Girl Praise for Paige Toon 'If you want escapism, Paige Toon is perfect' Cosmopolitan 'Brilliant' Heat
'Witty and sexy - perfect holiday reading material' Closer

Heartless
A multi-tasking mama, Summer Finley has found ways to handle whatever life throws at her with grace and a grin. Until
now, that is. An “abnormal” medical test result sends Summer into an emotional tailspin and prompts her to fulfill a life-long
dream of “meeting” her best friend and pen pal since fourth grade, Noelle Van Zandt, face-to-face. Their blissful week
together in the Netherlands finds Summer and Noelle floating down a canal in Amsterdam, visiting Corrie Ten Boom’s
Hiding Place, sipping decadent Dutch cocoa in Delft, and bobbing merrily along through a sea of brilliant, spring-fresh tulips.
Each day takes them further from midlife anxiety and closer to trusting God in deeper ways. When Summer finally confides
in Noelle about the abnormal test results, Summer’s honesty prompts Noelle to share a long-held heartache. The two
friends find they both needed to be together more than either of them realized. Could it be this adventure was tucked away
in God’s imagination long before Summer bought her ticket to fly to the land of merry tulips and kalomping wooden shoes?
From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Life She Left Behind
Lifelong best friends and next-door neighbors Hannah and Emory have never gone a single day without talking. But now its
senior year and they haven't spoken in three months. Not since the fight, where they each said things they couldn't take
back. They're aching to break the silence, but those thirty-six steps between their bedroom windows feel more like thirty-six
miles. Then one fateful night, Emory's boyfriend, Luke, almost dies. And Hannah is the one who finds him and saves his life.
As Luke tries to make sense of his near-death experience, he secretly turns to Hannah, who becomes his biggest
confidante. In Luke, Hannah finds someone she can finally talk to about all the questions she's grappling with. Emory just
wants everything to go back to normal-the way it was before the accident. She has no idea why her relationship is spiraling
out of control. But when the horrifying reason behind Hannah and Emory's argument ultimately comes to light, all three of
them will be forced work together to protect the one with the biggest secret of all. In the follow-up to her New York Times
bestseller, Every Last Word, Tamara Ireland Stone crafts a deeply moving, unforgettable story about love, betrayal, and the
power of friendship.
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The Longest Holiday
Playing innocent is easy. After being the quiet, shy girl her whole life, Elise Markham is ready for a mental makeover. She’s
done keeping to herself and staying out of trouble—it’s time to break out of her shell and maybe meet someone intriguing
in the process. So, on a photography trip to Bluebonnet, she has a whole lot more on her mind than snapping photos,
especially when Rome walks into the picture. Playing dirty is fun. The newest instructor at Wilderness Survival Expeditions
has a colorful past, to say the least. Having come from a family of notorious con artists that destroyed his credit and
reputation, all before his eighteenth birthday, Rome just wants a decent job and a quiet life in a town where no one knows
his name. He’s exactly the kind of bad boy that an innocent girl like Elise should stay far away from. But Elise is tired of
doing what’s right. She’s ready to throw caution to the wind—and let Rome show her just how exciting being bad can be…

Linear Time Playing
"An intriguing dark psychological thriller--truly brilliant!" --Lisa Jackson I have a gardener's inherent belief in the natural
order of things. Soft?petalled flowers that go to seed. The resolute passage of the seasons. Swallows that fly thousands of
miles to follow the eternal summer. Children who don't die before their parents. When Kate receives a phone call with news
that Rosie Anderson is missing, she's stunned and disturbed. Rosie is eighteen, the same age as Kate's daughter, and a
beautiful, quiet, and kind young woman. Though the locals are optimistic--girls like Rosie don't get into real trouble--Kate's
sense of foreboding is confirmed when Rosie is found fatally beaten and stabbed. Who would kill the perfect daughter, from
the perfect family? Yet the more Kate entwines herself with the Andersons--graceful mother Jo, renowned journalist father
Neal, watchful younger sister Delphine--the more she is convinced that not everything is as it seems. Anonymous notes
arrive, urging Kate to unravel the tangled threads of Rosie's life and death, though she has no idea where they will lead.
Weaving flashbacks from Rosie's perspective into a tautly plotted narrative, The Bones of You is a gripping, haunting novel
of sacrifices and lies, desperation and love. "Unusual and haunting." --Library Journal "Suspenseful and poignant."
--Publishers Weekly " "A compelling debut." --Woman and Home "A star in the making." --The Daily Mail

Johnny's Girl
From USA Today bestselling author W Winters comes an emotionally captivating and thrilling, romantic suspense. At first,
his words were harsh and his touch cold. I knew he was a dangerous man and he could destroy me if only he wanted to.
That’s not what he wanted though. It’s not what he needed. It’s not what I desired either. It’s so easy to get lost in the
touch of a man who’s powerful and unattainable. A man who wants for nothing … except me. Soft touches and stolen
glances made my blood heat and my heart beat in a way I never knew it could. Yes, it’s easy to fall into a haze of lust and
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desire. But there’s a reason his reputation is one of a heartless man. And I should have known better. Topics include: mafia
romances, dark romance, dark romance mafia, alpha business man book, billionaire romance, billionaire romance series,
possessive alpha romance, willow winters books, w. winters books, contemporary romance, contemporary, romance novels,
survival romance, the best romance series ever, bestselling series, captive romance.

It's Not You It's Him
The Sun in Her Eyes
'Oh my gosh, this book is laugh-out-loud hilarious, I was cracking up the entire time! The jokes are great! The banter is
awesome! I’m in love!' Crocklife, 5 stars New Year’s Eve. The most over-rated night of the year, right? I have to get through
a night of enforced fun, drink all the prosecco and talk about new beginnings. But I don’t want new beginnings. I want my
old beginning back. It’s been ten days, two hours and forty-three minutes since Tansy got dumped. Two heartbreaking
weeks since Renzo, who made her weak at the knees and dizzy with excitement, found out Tansy’s secret – and ended it on
the spot. Since then, she’s spent every evening scrolling through their old photos, drunk texted him twenty-six times (he
stopped reading after five), and lost count of how many packets of Kleenex she’s cried her way through. That’s where
Operation Get Renzo Back comes in. She ropes in a new wing-woman, maxes out her credit card and accidentally-onpurpose bumps into him at every opportunity. Oh, and she finds a fake boyfriend, as you do… But while she’s busy
pretending, Tansy’s plan is thrown a major curveball. She has to learn the hard way that it’s not her, it’s him – and that
sometimes, a break-up can end up being the making of you. A fresh, funny and fabulous novel for anyone who has been
dumped, got a post-break-up haircut, stalked an ex on Facebook, and then realised they were WAY better off without them.
Fans of Sophie Kinsella, Lindsey Kelk and Matt Dunn will love this laugh-out-loud read. Readers absolutely love It’s Not You
It’s Him: ‘OMG I loved it. Sophie Ranald has done it again. I could not put the book down.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I
absolutely loved this book. I devoured it in less than a day.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Let me just say I LOVED this so
much.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book is absolutely amazing and you can't help but binge read all the words…
Couldn’t put it down.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I absolutely loved this book! Sophie Ranald has managed to perfectly
balance romance, comedy and some pretty serious topics.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Had me laughing, crying and I simply
couldn’t put it down. I raced through it in a few hours. And I simply loved it.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Amazing and hilarious… I
had a blast reading it… It’s a straight-up five-star read for me!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars 'I adored this book! I loved
every hilarious, emotional and romantic moment (and had to stay up long past my bed time to finish!) Brilliant.' NetGalley
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I could not put this book down!! I was in love from the first page. The main character was someone I want
to have coffee with. It was like talking to your girlfriends Amazing!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Totally hooked me in… I
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loved the humor… I am excited to recommend this book to my friends!’ NetGalley Reviewer ‘Seriously funny… I cannot
recommend this book highly enough and will be telling all the patrons that come into my library for a good summer read to
get this!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I was constantly saying I'm just going to read a little longer until I finally looked up
and it was 2:00 in the morning and I had finished the book.’ NetGalley Reviewer ‘Genuinely made me laugh out loud!
Perfect.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘A feel-good, laugh-out-loud rom com that is hugely relatable.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘Absolutely gorgeous… Sharp humour, witty characters, real dialogue and lots of laughs sewn together with awkward and
heartfelt moments. VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I struggled to put this book down! Sophie
Ranald really brought all the feels… Definitely pick up this book!’ Dream Come Review

A Christmas Wedding
Beloved New York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels crafts an unforgettable story of lives connected and friendship
kindled in an action-packed and gripping novel. It’s the most wonderful time of the year . . . and for Heather Andrews,
security manager at Timberwoods Mall, undoubtedly the busiest. But this Christmas, Heather has more to contend with
than frazzled parents and disgruntled Santas. Angela Steinhart, a young woman who designed the mall’s spectacular
holiday displays, has had a premonition that tragedy will strike on Christmas Eve. And Angela’s visions have a habit of
coming true. Heather would love to dismiss the warning as holiday stress. But the more she gets to know the quiet, lonely
Angela, the more she trusts her. In Lex, her boss, Heather finds an ally—and the glimmer of something more profound. And
as the days count down, it will take all of her wits, hope, and unflagging courage to stop someone from destroying the
season in one split second . . . “Heartwarming holiday romance.” —InTouch on Holly and Ivy “Michaels . . . knows what
readers want and gives them more than they ask for.” —RT Book Reviews on Wishes for Christmas

The Bones of You
'One day, maybe five years from now, you'll look back and understand why this happened.' Vian and Nell are thrown
together at the age of five when Vian's mother and Nell's father fall in love. At first wary of each other, they soon become
the best of friends. But five years later, they are torn apart and Vian moves to the other side of the world. Fast-forward five
more years to when Vian comes to visit, and Nell discovers that the boy she once knew is now 'Van' - a wild and carefree
teenager. Chemistry crackles, but once again, they're separated. For the next two decades, Nell and Van meet every five
years, but life and circumstance always intervene. Will they ever find true happiness? And will it be together?

Roman Circuses
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The Santina Crown Royalty has never been so scandalous! Heiress Angelina Carpenter traded in diamonds for denim—and
the freedom to make her own choices—when she fled from her arranged marriage to Sheikh Taj Ahmad. Now working as a
nanny for the royal family of Santina, Angelina can't help but risk a glimpse at the glamorous life she left behind during a
lavish partyand runs straight into Taj! And this time, the ruthless sheikh has no intention of letting his runaway bride get
away A prequel novella to The Santina Crown series.

Johnny Be Good
Kate's dream boyfriend has just broken up with her and she's still reeling from her diagnosis of type 1 diabetes. Aidan
planned on being a lifer in the army and went to Afghanistan straight out of high school. Now he's a disabled young veteran
struggling to embrace his new life. When Kate and Aidan find each other neither one wants to get attached. But could they
be right for each other after all?

One Perfect Summer
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling If your
boss was the hottest rock star on the planet, would you mix business with pleasure? Celebrity PA to wild boy of rock Johnny
Jefferson, Meg Stiles's glam new life in sun-drenched LA is a whirlwind of showbiz parties and backstage passes. Cool, calm
Christian, in town to write his famous friend's biography, helps keep Meg's feet firmly on the ground. But with Johnny's
piercing green eyes and a body Brad Pitt would kill for, how long will it be before she's swept right off them again? THE ONE
WE FELL IN LOVE WITH was selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's novels have been published across the
world. Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I blubbed, I laughed and I
fell in love utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Devoured this in one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and
emotional read' HEAT

Sisterchicks in Wooden Shoes!
Classic work describing 6 proprietary systems developed by a pioneer in technical analysis. The prima ones still used are
RSI, Directional Movement, and parabolics.

Five Years From Now
She’s making a list—and checking it twice. But is there a nice guy among all her naughty exes? The New York Times
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bestselling author of Blurred Lines returns with a charming friends-to-lovers rom-com. “Lauren Layne writes characters I
want to tackle and keep as my best friends, woven into smart, sexy, utterly romantic tales of love.”—Violet Duke When a
psychic tells spunky, superstitious Kelly Byrne that she’s already met her true love, she becomes obsessed with the idea of
tracking him down before Christmas. Kelly immediately writes up an “Ex List” and starts contacting old boyfriends to figure
out which one is the one. When her college sweetheart rolls into town, Kelly convinces herself that they’re meant to be. The
trouble is, sparks are flying with someone she’s never given a chance: her best friend, Mark. Mark Blakely has watched the
guys on Kelly’s list break her heart, and he’s not looking forward to watching them do it all over again. Mark’s always been
there for her, but the timing’s never worked out for their relationship to be something more. Now, just as Mark is ready to
move on, the sexual tension between them is suddenly off the charts. With Christmas morning around the corner, he just
hopes Kelly will wake up and realize that everything she wants has been right in front of her all along. Praise for An Ex for
Christmas “Charming, witty, and sexy—An Ex for Christmas was so easy to devour! It had everything you want in a holiday
read including a hunky best friend and quite a few tumultuous mistletoe scenes. Honestly, who knew mistletoe could be so
hot?!”—R. S. Grey, USA Today bestselling author Lauren Layne’s New York Times bestselling Oxford Novel series can be
read in any order: IRRESISTIBLY YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU WERE TROUBLE I THINK I
LOVE YOU Don’t miss any of Lauren Layne’s hot reads: The Love Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD GIRL | LOVE
STORY | WALK OF SHAME | AN EX FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex, Love & Stiletto series: AFTER THE KISS | LOVE THE ONE YOU’RE
WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE TROUBLE WITH LOVE The Redemption series: ISN’T SHE LOVELY | BROKEN | CRUSHED The I
Do, I Don’t series: READY TO RUN | RUNAWAY GROOM This ebook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

Woodcraft and Camping
It was meant to be a two-week holiday to celebrate her sister's birthday, but for Schapelle Corby it ended up a waking
nightmare. Arrested at Denpasar airport after marijuana was found in her luggage, she became the victim of every
traveller's darkest fear. Over four kilograms of drugs had been planted in her bag after she'd checked it in and she was
forced to face the consequences of someone else's crime in a country where the penalties for drug smuggling are among
the harshest in the world. Her trial and conviction became one of the biggest news stories of the decade and her family
watched in horror as she was sentenced to 20 years in jail. Yet despite the huge media coverage, the one voice the public
never properly heard was Schapelle's. Now, in this compelling book, she tells her own story: of being wrenched from a
carefree holiday and incarcerated in a stinking police cell and of learning to survive - in the squalor, discomfort and violence
of an Indonesian jail. It is an account like no other and will be one of the most unforgettable books you'll ever read.

His Destiny
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1884—Deep in the Sudanese deserts a crazed religious fanatic spawns violent bloodshed.In Victorian England Edward and
Richard are twins, with a blessed life, enjoying their elite private school for boys, and with prospects of army commissions
ahead.But then a woman's greed tears them apart and destroys their comfortable world. Even though their love is
forbidden, for Edward there is no other in his life but Richard, and for Richard a life without Edward is unbearable. Has fate
determined that they must lead their lives apart?As members of the British force engaged in a doomed bid to save heroic
Gordon of Khartoum, besieged by the frenzied armies of the Mahdi, Edward and Richard, cruelly separated by events, and
ignorant of the other's presence, are thrown into their own desperate adventures as the conflict rages on around them…
One an officer, the other a lowly cavalry trumpeter, both find Muslim allies willing to risk all to see them through… Two
lovers far from each other in a hostile world of enervating heat, unforgiving sand, rocky wastes, but also burning
passions—will the young men overcome the ordeal of a life apart to achieve their dream of a destiny together?

The Minute I Saw You
This book, first published in 2007, is for the applied researcher performing data analysis using linear and nonlinear
regression and multilevel models.

To Have and to Hold
One Perfect Christmas
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR ‘Don’t wait for the storm to pass; learn to dance in the rain…’ If you feel like
everything is falling apart, sometimes the only thing to do is escape to the summer. Laura has been married to the man of
her dreams for seven months. But, she now discovers, a week before the wedding Matthew made a terrible mistake …
Escaping the heartache and humiliation, Laura is whisked off to Florida's Key West by her best friend Marty. A carefree
holiday full of cocktails and fun, surrounded by gorgeous, tanned men, is exactly what the doctor ordered. Distraction
comes in the form of sexy Cuban scuba diver Leo. As the end of the holiday approaches, Laura doesn't want to go home. Is
it time to face the music? Or is there more to Key West than a holiday romance? THE ONE WE FELL IN LOVE WITH was
selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's novels have been published across the world. Praise for The Longest
Holiday: ‘Will bring a smile to the face of anyone who has been unlucky in love’ DAILY EXPRESS ‘Pure, sun-drenched
escapism… the perfect summer holiday read’ HEAT ‘My heart was actually racing… had me longing to pack my bags and
escape’ ONE MORE PAGE ‘Paige Toon is the word… Absolutely pure enjoyment – I loved every page of it!’ I HEART CHICK LIT
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Lucid Dreaming, Plain and Simple
An introduction to linear time playing. The first section contains basic exercises for linear playing skills: voice coordination,
dynamic balance, accenting, and more. The second section deals with the development of time feels in the linear style,
including 4/4, half-time, shuffle, and odd meter feels.

The Virgin's Guide to Misbehaving
The brand new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author Paige Toon. The perfect summer read for 2020! When
Hannah meets Sonny, she's irresistibly drawn to him: he's sexy and confident, but only in town on holiday. That's fine with
Hannah - she doesn't do long-term relationships. And luckily for her, neither does Sonny. But before they can even so much
as kiss, Sonny receives some shocking news and commits to making serious life changes - ones that can't and won't include
romance. With even a short fling now off the cards, Hannah and Sonny settle for being friends. But as summer hots up and
their chemistry shows no signs of cooling, they start to question their reasons for shutting each other out. Are they both too
broken to find love? And if they tear down the walls between them, will they still like what's on the other side? 'Gave me
that gorgeous glowing happy feeling you get at the end of a truly uplifting read' BETH O'LEARY, Sunday Times bestselling
author of The Flatshare 'So unique and moving. I adored every lovely word!' JOSIE SILVER, bestselling author of One Day in
December 'A twisty romance full of Paige's signature passion and feeling. Classic Paige Toon from beginning to end'
LINDSEY KELK, Sunday Times bestselling author of the I Heart? series 'Heart-wrenching and uplifting, all in one summery
burst' ZOË FOLBIGG, author of The Postcard 'Hilarious, compelling, sexy and warm, with characters so vivid you actually
miss them when it's over Highly recommended’ LUCY VINE, author of Hot Mess Praise for Paige Toon: 'You'll love it, cry
buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'Tender, heartbreaking and magical' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Heart-warming, wistful
and full of joy' LINDSEY KELK ‘Poignant and lovely, warm and wise’ MILLY JOHNSON 'Family secrets, new horizons and a
gorgeous continent-crossing romance . . . prepare to be swept away!' LUCY DIAMOND ‘Warm, inspiring, like a holiday mood
in book form’ MHAIRI MCFARLANE 'For smart, romantic fiction, look no further than the new book from bestselling Paige
Toon' RED 'Achingly romantic and brilliantly written . . . Five Stars!' HEAT 'Simply gorgeous' SUN 'You won't be able to put
down this emotional read' CLOSER 'Paige Toon is the queen of will-they/won't-they romance, setting up an ending that will
leave you in bits' SUNDAY EXPRESS 'Full of living-in-the-moment and what-might-have-been contrasts, this tender read pulls
at the heart strings' FABULOUS

Summer I Found You
It is an age of hurry and worry. Fortunes are quickly made and freely spent. Nearly all busy, hard-worked Americans have
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an intuitive sense of the need that exists for at least one period of rest and relaxation during each year, and all—or nearly
all—are willing to pay liberally, too liberally in fact, for anything that conduces to rest, recreation and sport. I am sorry to
say that we mostly get swindled. To the man of millions it makes little difference. I do not write for him, and can do him
little good. But there are hundreds of thousands of practical, useful men, many of them far from being rich; mechanics,
artists, writers, merchants, clerks, business men—workers, so to speak—who sorely need and well deserve a season of rest
and relaxation at least once a year. To these, and for these, I write. (George Washington Sears, Chapter I)

Little Do We Know
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling Settling
down for a 24-hour flight to Australia, Lucy finds a text message on her phone - not from her boyfriend James, as she fondly
hopes, but from a woman claiming to have slept with him four times in the past month. Trapped on the plane, she questions
everything about her relationship with James. She finally calls him and he reassures her: it was only his mates playing a silly
joke. James is a lawyer, persuasive and gorgeous and Lucy adores him. So why, at the wedding in Sydney of her best friend
Molly, does she have niggling doubts, and find herself attracted to Molly's brother-in-law Nathan? The sooner she gets back
to her regular life in London, the flat she shares with James, her job in PR, the better. Nathan is a happy-go-lucky surfer boy,
with no prospects, no place to live, an almost-girlfriend in tow. And the other side of the world Lucy - a girl caught between
two distant continents - and two very different men THE ONE WE FELL IN LOVE WITH was selected for the Zoella Book Club
and Paige Toon's novels have been published across the world. Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets
and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I blubbed, I laughed and I fell in love utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER
'Devoured this in one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and emotional read' HEAT

Christmas At Timberwoods
Bluebonnet, Texas, is steamier than ever when a gorgeous and wealthy CEO gets up close and personal with a sexy live-in
assistant in this new novella by the author of The Girl’s Guide to (Man) Hunting. Risa’s luck was running out… Risa Moore is
content with her work as a live-in assistant to an elderly lady—until her boss passes on. Now, she’s stuck in the tiny town of
Bluebonnet, Texas, with no job, nowhere to live, and no prospects. Leaving Bluebonnet means starting her life over from
scratch, so when Risa gets the opportunity of a lifetime, it’s hard to turn it down. But does her sexy new boss want
something more than just an employee? Until she met a man worth his weight in gold. Young, hot, and fabulously wealthy,
Travis Jesson has no intention of ever returning to his small Texas hometown. Then his grandmother passes away, leaving
him her estate and her pet. His plans involve disposing of her things as expediently as possible…until he meets her
gorgeous live-in help. And Travis finds himself proposing an entirely different sort of relationship… Includes a preview of
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Jessica Clare’s upcoming novel about Bluebonnet, The Care and Feeding of an Alpha Male, available October 2012.

I Knew You Were Trouble
Assigned to befriend Dubh Duer, an infamous Scottish rebel, Emma Astyn, one of England's most capable mercenaries,
disguises herself as an innocent damsel in distress, and as she gains the dark hero's confidence, she finds that she cannot
betray the man she has come to love. Original.

Pictures of Lily
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling Daisy
has been dumped, unceremoniously jilted. Not by any ordinary guy, no Daisy has a secret in her past that she won't even
tell her best friend, Holly. She's given up on men - and on her own family. But life still has to be lived and where better to
recover than as far away from home as possible. Grabbing a chance to see the world, Daisy packs her bags and joins the
team catering to the world's highest-paid, supercharged racing drivers on the Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit. From Brazil to
Italy, from Melbourne to Monte Carlo, life passes in a dizzying whirlwind. But nothing - and no one - can stop Daisy from
falling again this time for a man who is prepared to risk his life, and his heart, for the sake of speed, danger and ultimate
success. THE ONE WE FELL IN LOVE WITH was selected for the Zoella Book Club and Paige Toon's novels have been
published across the world. Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I
blubbed, I laughed and I fell in love utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Devoured this in one sitting'
COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and emotional read' HEAT
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